Purpose: In biomedical research, imaging modalities help discover pathological mechanisms to develop and evaluate novel diagnostic and theranostic approaches. However, while standards for data storage in the clinical medical imaging field exist, data curation standards for biomedical research are yet to be established. This work aimed at developing a free secure file format for multimodal imaging studies, supporting common in vivo imaging modalities up to five dimensions as a step towards establishing data curation standards for biomedical research. Procedures: Images are compressed using lossless compression algorithm. Cryptographic hashes are computed on the compressed image slices. The hashes and compressions are computed in parallel, speeding up computations depending on the number of available cores. Then, the hashed images with digitally signed timestamps are cryptographically written to file. Fields in the structure, compressed slices, hashes, and timestamps are serialized for writing and reading from files. The C++ implementation is tested on multimodal data from six imaging sites, well-documented, and integrated into a preclinical image analysis software. Results: The format has been tested with several imaging modalities including fluorescence molecular tomography/x-ray computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET)/ CT, single-photon emission computed tomography/CT, and PET/magnetic resonance imaging. To assess performance, we measured the compression rate, ratio, and time spent in compression. Additionally, the time and rate of writing and reading on a network drive were measured. Our findings demonstrate that we achieve close to 50 % reduction in storage space for μCT data. The parallelization speeds up the hash computations by a factor of 4. We achieve a compression rate of 137 MB/s for file of size 354 MB. Conclusions: The development of this file format is a step to abstract and curate common processes involved in preclinical and clinical multimodal imaging studies in a standardized way. This work also defines better interface between multimodal imaging modalities and analysis software.
Introduction
Medical imaging visualizes and records parts of the human or animal body, tissues, or organs of interest for purposes of clinical and preclinical research, diagnosis, and treatment among others [1, 2] . Each imaging modality (e.g., x-ray computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and medical ultrasound (US)) has its own strengths and limitations. Multimodal imaging integrates the strengths of two or more modalities, while overcoming their individual limitations in comprehensively describing disease pathophysiology [3] . Using multimodal imaging techniques often allows for better image analysis and quantification. Figure 1 depicts the general multimodal imaging concept that consists of underlay (for anatomical details) and overlay (for functional or molecular details).
Data curation is the active management of data throughout its lifecycle of interest and usefulness to scholarly and educational activities ensuring data is available for discovery and reuse. For instance, in accordance with rules of good scientific practice and as a foundation for quality assured research data, the German Research Foundation (DFG) requests that primary data must be stored for ten years in sustainable and secure repositories at the institution where it was collected or in a nationwide infrastructure [4] [5] [6] . Cipra and Taubes in their separate publications in Science suggest the use of digital timestamps to prove that a given document existed at a particular time and also assure data integrity, all in an attempt to enhance credibility of published scientific data [7, 8] .
Different imaging modalities store their acquired images in various data formats such as DICOM, NIfTI, etc. These formats may not be sufficient for efficient data manipulation, analysis, and image processing. Similarly, manufacturers of medical imaging systems use different proprietary formats to store images in digital form. The problem of different file formats is even bigger for preclinical imaging devices. These format differences pose significant challenges for multimodal imaging studies particularly in registration, fusion, analysis, and curation of image datasets. Another difficulty with the difference in formats occurs if the utilized analysis software becomes obsolete, inaccessible, or undergoes repeated substantive changes that are not backward compatible [9, 10] . Post-processing software tools for kinetic modeling, spectral unmixing, and relaxometry require exact information about time points and channels. Our developed file format seeks to serve as the necessary bridge between imaging devices and multiple analysis software tools and to enhance post-processing.
Registration challenges mostly arise from the different physical principles that individual modalities are based on and the different complementary information they capture, mismatch in voxel data size and their dimensions, image translation, rotation, and incorrect mapping estimation between both images (i.e., underlay and overlay) as well as from the different proprietary image formats used. We show few typical registration problems and some steps employed in fixing them in Fig. 2 using our data format. As a solution, a transformation must be adopted to ensure proper registration [11] [12] [13] . Metadata controls most steps of the curation process, from preservation to access and reuse [8, 10] .
The aim of our study was to provide the research imaging community with a free secured file format for multimodal imaging that is compatible with all in vivo imaging modalities for five dimensions, supports multichannel and multitime series data, and equipped with the possibility to write cryptographically hashed images with or without trusted timestamp to file. This helps to improve the integrity of study data and promotes reproducibility and continuity. We developed this new image format in cooperation with users and providers of imaging hardware and software.
Materials and Methods

Content of the File
Many of the current imaging modalities are able to acquire multiple images successively over time, where the time is considered as the fourth dimension. Time points may be equidistant as in μCT scanners and ultrasound devices or non-equidistant as in PET scanners [14] . In addition, some of these devices are able to acquire multiple channel information, considering number of channels as the fifth dimension, as in the use of dual-energy CT [15] , multichannel fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) [16] , MRI, multi-isotope SPECT, or use of different scanning protocols successively. It is desirable to have a single image file format that supports both isotropic (e.g., usually provided by μCT and FMT scanners) and anisotropic (e.g., in ultrasound and MRI modalities) voxels, multiple time points, and multiple channels. We propose a simple image file format with extension Bgff^that writes and reads up to fivedimensional images to and from a single file. It consists of a data structure that serially stores voxel dimensions, sizes, and type, rotation and translation data elements, time and channel information, compression information, as well as metadata. We maintain both structured metadata (e.g., voxel size, time point, and channels) and unstructured or more general metadata represented as key-value pairs (such as standardized uptake values (SUV), weight, age, etc.) in the format. The unstructured metadata can be easily deleted to ensure anonymity without negatively affecting the data needed for analysis. The format is capable of storing voxel data of any type ranging from char, half, float, double, signed, and unsigned short integer through to long integer, representing the data size per voxel. The X, Y, and Z dimensions provide the orthogonal spatial dimensions while dimensions T and C define time and channel dimensions respectively in this work. The X, Y, Z, T, and C dimensions are represented by 64-bit signed integers to support very large images. The voxel size is of type double and is measured in millimeters. As an option, we store scale factor and offset values to be applied to the voxel intensities. These values are stored as part of the structure. If these attributes are set to true, then the voxel intensities should be converted to float type by the software that reads the data. Our format stores all data in little endian format on the file.
Geometric Transformation
In order to analyze a given image dataset, a geometric transformation between voxel space and world space is needed. This transformation is used for co-registration of images obtained from two different modalities. The proposed file format supports the use of a rigid body transformation, a subset of the general affine transformations. In rigid body transformations, voxel sizes dictate the geometric scaling to be used, solving the scaling problems encountered in the use of rotation, scaling, and translation (RST) transformations. To move from data coordinate to world coordinate, we apply the formula below:
where R is an orthonormal 3 × 3 rotation matrix; d and v are voxel indices and sizes to be transformed by t, a 3 × 1 translation vector. If R is identity and t equals 0, then the world coordinate is determined by the product of voxel indices and sizes. We provide two fields of type double in the file format that store the nine elements of the rotation matrix R and the three elements in the translation vector t. An inverse operation of the equation converts world coordinates to voxel coordinates. World position is provided in millimeters, while the voxel position is provided in a manner similar to numbering of the voxels with X being the fastest dimension and Z the slowest.
Time Point and Channel Information
The format stores the different time points at which the devices capture 3D volumes, a characteristic feature of fourdimensional images. Both equidistant time points and nonequidistant time points are supported. The metadata saved for each time point corresponds to the center time point and duration of each frame. We store the channel centers and widths as double data types. The dimension representing the number of time points and channels is stored as 64 bit integer. The field sizes used in storing the time point information and channel information depend on the number of time points and channels used. We support both equidistant and non-equidistant channel step information in the format.
Unstructured Metadata
We enable users to store unstructured metadata such as PET-CT or SPECT-CT SUVs like body weight, age, sex, etc. as key-value pairs. The metadata can be of any data type but is stored as key value pairs of type string. We define a data dictionary of type string, which contains entries that describe the unstructured metadata. The dictionary helps to check inside the operator[] key for validity. These metadata (strings) are encoded as Unicode in utf-8 encoding. Similarly, we support file and folder names in Unicode.
Compression
The proposed file format supports raw data (i.e., the uncompressed voxel data) and zlib compression. We chose zlib due to its independence of CPU type, operating system, file system, and character set; its usability for interchange; and also due to its free usage without any patent issues [17] . In using the zlib compression method, we suggest using compression level 2 as a compromise between compression speed and compression factor. Each slice of the volume is compressed separately to enable parallel compression and decompression. Then, these compressed slices, their respective starting addresses and their individual lengths in memory, are serially saved to disk in a single file as shown in Fig. 3 .
Cryptographic Hashing
Cryptographic hash functions apply a one-way algorithm on an arbitrary length of input data to produce a fixed length output. The hash function is a powerful tool, whose application helps protect the authenticity and integrity of information. We use the one-way SHA-256 algorithm to compute a cryptographic hash of the entire file. We compute all hashes in parallel, resulting in negligible overhead. We further implemented timestamp functionality based on the OpenSSL cryptographic library such that timestamps are appended to files written in our proposed Bgff^file format. The cryptographic hashed data is sent as a timestamp request to our chosen TSA (e.g., Bundesdruckerei, DFN timestamp server, etc.), which upon receipt, generates the timestamp and sends it back as a response as per the definitions of RFC 3161 [18] . The timestamp can be verified locally, but its creation may not be possible locally since it requires internet connectivity. Due to this internet connectivity requirement, the inclusion of timestamp is optional.
Memory Layout of File Format
The fields or objects in the file structure include versioning numbers, header size, dimensions and sizes of voxels, voxel data type, affine transform elements, time dimensions, channel dimensions, compression information, among others, and these are represented in the header structure as shown in Fig. 3 . A 32-bit tag is placed at the beginning of the structure (0xD8CA0B00) as a signature that uniquely identifies the file type. The same is placed at the end of the structure, but only as a control. It is important to note that the memory space allotted to the header for each structure depends on the number of dimensions of the structure. Data pertaining to all these fields are written to the file serially. In addition, a metainformation field that stores a map of key-value pairs is serialized to the structure. The address that points to the beginning of each slice (sliceStarts) and also the length of each slice (sliceLengths) are saved in their respective vectors and are serially saved in memory. The vectors allow for reading a subset of slices. The sliceStarts vector with addresses correspond to the actual compressed slices of the image data acquired that are serially written to the file. The sliceLength vector provides the size in bytes of each slice. These two vectors (sliceStarts and sliceLength) have a certain degree of redundancy on purpose to allow serialization of slices in arbitrary order, e.g., the order of generation which also simplifies parallel encoding and decoding of individual slices. Finally, the hash and optional timestamps are appended to the end of the file. Figure 3 gives a pictorial representation of the memory layout of the proposed file format.
C++ Implementation
The file format's template-based implementation is in two simple C++ files with a little over 1000 lines of code which are available as supplemental material for unrestricted use following a MIT-style license. We provide detailed explanation on the implementation and resources used in the Supplementary Material (Online resource 1). Figure 4 presents a code snippet showing usage of the implementation.
Example Images Used for the Experimentation and Evaluation
Two image datasets from five different mice were used. These are 3D μCT image datasets and segmentation image datasets as shown in Fig. 5 . The images were obtained from experiments conducted for assessing the sensitivity and accuracy of hybrid fluorescence-mediated tomography in deep tissue regions [19] . The average sizes of the μCT and segmentation image datasets are 338 MB and 169 MB, respectively. The μCT scans and segmentation files were visualized and analyzed using the Imalytics Preclinical software (Gremse-IT GmbH, Germany) [20] .
Results
Performance Measurements
We examined the time spent on compressing and decompressing the experimental files, and also time required for writing and reading on the network drive. The test was carried out for the ten compression levels specified in zlib ranging from 0 to 9. As shown in Fig. 6a , at compression level 0, no compression takes place while the time taken to complete compression at the other levels increases with increasing compression levels in both experimental file types. In Fig. 6b , we observe that the compression (referring to Fig. 6a ) resulted in the decrease in total saving time as compared to level 0, because more time is saved in disk IO compared to the additional time spent for compression. Based on these results, level 2 was chosen as default since it appeared to be a good compromise for both speed and size. The decrease in saving time can be a reflection of the reduced file sizes at the different compression levels as shown in Fig. 6a . Fig. 3 Memory layout of the gff file format. Data pertaining to the fields in the structure, compressed data slices, their hashes, and the optional timestamp are all serially written to the file.
We also performed a comparative study to identify the costs involved in saving with and without cryptographic hashes. From the graph in Fig. 6d , we observed that saving with hash is computationally more expensive compared to saving without hashes. However, from our experiments, we found out that the margin of difference between saving with the cryptographic hash and saving without it was almost negligible, not significant (P 9 0.05). Hence, considering the integrity benefits that cryptographic hashes provide, we suggest saving with hash to achieve the set security goal.
Image Compression Measurements
The experimental image files were compressed using zlib compression algorithm at level 2, compensating for both Fig. 4 Usage example of new format. A C++ class BStructure5D^is defined to represent the five-dimensional image structure with the required fields (X, Y, and Z) including time and channel dimensions (dimT and dimC). We instantiate an object of this class, s, populate its fields, provide metainformation, and write the structure and compressed slices to file. speed and size. zlib library permits the use of several compression options. We explored the DEFLATE and HUFFMAN-only options shown in Table 1 . The table shows the sizes of the experimental input files prior to compression and their resulting sizes after compression, aiding in the computation of the compression ratios. From the Table 1 , we noticed that the μCT image file is almost 50 % compressed while the segmentation file is over 99.6 % compressed. Interestingly, we observed that the HUFFMAN-only option yields 4× better compression rate for μCT files but fails to achieve compression ratio as good as that which was achieved by the Deflate option. The decision to choose which of these options rests with the user depending on the compression goals set, speed, or size.
Discussion
In this work, we proposed and developed a simple image file format that is usable for all in vivo imaging modalities generating volumetric datasets with regular grids. This new file format is particularly suitable for multimodal imaging including CT-FMT, PET-CT, SPECT-CT, and PET-MRI.
We provided an implementation with few dependencies from the zlib library, OpenSSL library (optional), and Oliver Gay's version of sha256 [17, 21] . The software is platformindependent. The simple implementation is contained in two C++ header files. The file format was developed in close collaboration with device manufacturers including Inviscan (Strasbourg, France), Molecubes (Ghent, Belgium) and MILabs (Utrecht, the Netherlands) and a software supplier Gremse-IT (Aachen, Germany) to improve the interface between imaging hardware and analysis software.
The generation and/or collection of multidimensional medical image sequences such as in vivo μCT images, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), etc. is increasing at an alarming rate and necessitates structured and secured measures for managing, accessing, preserving, and reusing this huge amount of data since such digital data are typically not stored in long-term institutions such as libraries [6, 22, 23] . It also requires considerable amount of memory storage space in order of several gigabytes per acquisition, posing storage difficulties. However, image data has different types of redundancies which compression algorithms (both lossy and lossless) take advantage of, in order to increase the effective data densities on storage devices and optimize transmission costs [24] [25] [26] . Lossy compression algorithms, though results in smaller sizes, fail to be the choice for clinical use and preclinical research since they may eliminate certain critical information needed for diagnosis, analysis, and legal purposes [27, 28] . In this work, we employ the lossless compression implemented in the widely adopted and freely available zlib library. File formats characterized by properties such as complete and open documentation, platform-independence, and lossless compression among others have been identified to have the capability of preserving their contents and functionality over a long-term [29, 30] .
Metadata controls most steps of the curation process, from preservation to access and reuse [5, 31] . However, its usage raises concerns about anonymity in clinical research Fig. 6 Compression time measurements, compressed sizes, and an analysis on saving with and without hash. a Time spent in compression for both μCT and segmentation files as function of the zlib compression level. Level 0 records the least compression time for both files, (b) file sizes obtained for all compression levels, and (c) amount of time spent in saving both μCT and segmentation files with and without cryptographic hashes to our network drive. Compression levels 1 and 2 are good compromises and result in lowest disk saving times and (d) comparison of saving time of non-hashed files to hashed files. The saving times for hashed and non-hashed files were compared using repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-test (P value of 0.05). The saving times of b and d increased slightly but not significantly with P 9 0.05 in both cases. [33] . Also, writing a single large file to disk is comparatively more efficient and cost-effective than writing several small files to disk. [34] . Hence, in our file format, data is written as single file per modality as opposed to other file formats.
To assess the performance of our file format, we measured the rates, time, and ratios of compression and decompression and also measured time and rates of both writing and reading on a network drive. We took particular interest in the network drive analysis since it happens to be the most heavily used drive in research centers, institutes, and clinical centers. We recorded an average writing and compression rates of 28 MB/s and 137 MB/s, respectively on our network drive, showing that writing an uncompressed file to a network drive is more time consuming than compressing the same file. Also, the disk reading and decompression rates recorded were 97 MB/s and 1288 MB/s, respectively, indicating that the decompression is approximately 13 times faster than the disk reading speed and the compression is approximately 4 times faster than the writing speed. Both the hashes and compression/ decompression rates are computed in parallel to minimize duration of writing files and enhance efficiency. We achieve a hashing speed of 822 MB/s. The parallel compression achieves a speedup by factor of 2 and 3 for the μCT and segmentation files, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the reading and writing rates are affected if multithreaded parallel processing is in use or not. To further enhance efficiency, GPUs can be used for the computation.
The proposed file format can store 3D data, multiple time series, and multichannel data resulting in what we refer to as five-dimensional data. Future extensions of the format may provide more dimensions to cater for time intervals and dimensions in ECG-gated images, respiratory-gated images, and dual-gated images, among others.
Incremental reading and writing of slices are enabled with the format. In addition, the files in this proposed format are easy to anonymize by changing the file name and removing key-value pairs constituting the unstructured metadata without the danger of losing relevant information. This provides privacy protection for study participants, concealing sensitive information that could easily be traceable. We provide a dictionary-based mechanism to store predefined keys for the key-value pairs to enhance standardization.
A unique feature of our format is the inclusion of trusted timestamps. Timestamps provide a legally accepted way to prove the existence of a file at a certain time. Timestamps could aid in ensuring credibility and reproducibility, properties that are crucial to scientific research [7, 8, 35] . The RFC 3161 specification states that only a hashed representation of the data or file should be time-stamped to avoid unnecessary original data exposure [18] . Timestamps are typically issued by trusted third parties or timestamp authorities (TSA). There are free timestamp servers for academic use [36] and commercial servers whose service comes with a cost. For instance, the D-STAMP timestamp, provided by the German Bundesdruckerei (Federal Bureau for Printing), costs approximately 10 cents. The creation and checking of timestamp introduces some overhead in the writing and reading of files, respectively. However, considering the benefit of the timestamp and even the negligible time overhead for hash creation observed in our measurements, it makes sense to go for the timestamp and achieve the integrity goal. It is important to note that the inclusion of the timestamp is optional and could be added later (e.g., in cases where internet connectivity is a problem). We also make the source code and sample datasets freely available for use and reproducibility purposes and also as a step in cutting down on replication costs [37] . Reproducibility of science is an aspect of credibility that requires researchers to provide proper and sufficient information as well as accurate documentation to enable the verification of their work [38, 39] . In recent times, it has been observed by some researchers [40] , the National Institutes of Health (NIH) [38] , and other government funding bodies that there is a growing irreproducibility of science and poor data management. This may be incidental or deliberate [41] . Data curation methods and tools could help restore confidence and trust in scientific research and subsequently enhance credibility [31] . The format provides for backward compatibility support in the event of versioning change.
Conclusion
In conclusion, a free file format and a software tool for multimodal imaging studies that seek to make postprocessing easier, solving the vendor variability, and data import issues, particularly for complex image analysis methods have been developed. The development of this file format is a step to archive and curate preclinical and clinical scientific imaging studies in a standardized way. Find the summarized features of the file format in Suppl. Table 1 .
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